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ABSTRACT
In the present work, u numericul simalation has been conducted for the
axisymmetrical shock wave propagation over a cone by solving the NavierStokes equations. A two-dimensional domuin is taken to solve the axisymmetric
problem and s plane shock wuve with the Mach number, M,: 2.38 that
propagutesfrom left to right and interacts with u cone surfoce. The cone upex
angle is 86". Different flow parameters are determined numericatty at dffirent
positions of the shock wave on the cone to clarify the efficts of viscosity and
heat conductivity during shock reflection in the conical flow. It is observedthut
the surfuce heat flux rute and wall skin friction across the shock sre more as
compured to other places on cone sarfoce behind the shock wave. The
transition point from regular to Mach reJlection can hardly be identified if the
delayed transition occurs relatively close to the cone apex. The triple point
trajectory is drawn for the shock wave propsgstion over the cone and the
trunsition point is found for the shock wuveposition of 2.s-3.5 mm from the tip
point. The advantages of the numerical simulution are accurate identification
of the trunsition point as well as numericul visuulization of the Mach rejlection
phenomenaover the cone surface.
Keywords: Shock Reflection, Mach Reflection, Triple Point, Heat Flux, Skin
F ric tion. Conical-fJov.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Shock wave propagationover a cone is one of the basic researchtopics of
shock dynamics and in the field of aerodynamics;many researcherconducted
experimentson the interactionof shock wave with a body of different geometric
shape like wedge, sphere and cylinder etc and they simulated properly with
numericalresultsbut due to complex and three dimensionphenomenaof the
shock wave propagation over a cone, few simulation results on shock wave
interaction with a cone validated with experimentalresults. In this field, there
have many topics still under researchconditions.In the presentworks, it is tried
to calculatesomeresultson axis-symmetric
shockwave propagationover a cone
numerically and to clarify the processof shock reflection from the cone, the
conical flow over the cone and the Mach reflection from the cone surface.
Generally such types of interactioneffects are seen in aero-mechanismsystem
suchas transportaircraft ofsupersonicand hypersonicspeed.
The study of the interaction of shock wave with solid body of different
geometric shapes started from various aspects, in them, the shock wave
interactionwith sphere,cylinder and wedgewere importanttopics. Watanabeand
Takayama [] visualized the reflection of a blast wave from a tilted cone. A
planar shock wave of Mach number 1.2 was discharged from the end of a
230 mm diametershock tube into open air and impinged immediately on a cone
of apex angle 70o,which was tilted by 25' from the shock tube axis. Hence, the
shock impingementangle on the cone surfacevaried locally from 45o to 95o.The
resulting shock wave reflection pattem varied from Mach reflection to regular
reflection depending on the local intersecting angle. With double exposure
holographic interferometry,they observedthe reflected shock transition from
regular to Mach reflection over the tilted cone. In shock propagation over a
convex cylinder, the shock reflection pattern starts as a first regular reflection
then changesover to Mach reflectionwith the decreasein wall inclination angle.
Ben-Dor et al.l2l determinedthe critical transitionanglesfrom regular to Mach
reflection over a cylinder and from Mach to regular transition over a concave
wall for a wide rangeof shockMach numbers.The measurementwas carried out
by using a streakcamerain which the feet of shock wave traceson curved walls
were visualizedthrough curved slits closely overlaidon thesecurved walls. In
the transition from regular to Mach reflection the onset of Mach stems and slip
lines clearly indicatedthe transitionpoint; in the transitionfrom Mach to regular
reflection the disappearanceof slip lines distinctly showed the transition point.
Takayamaand Sasaki [3] later clarified, by using double exposureholographic
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interferometry, the effect of radii of curvature of these curved walls. They
concludedthat critical transitionanglesat given shockMach number over curved
walls varied depending upon radii of curvature. Such results disagreedwith those
predicted by inviscid analytical models that ignored the existence of wall
boundarylayers.
Kitade [4] investigatedshock wave transitionsover a cylinder and revealed
that in a series of experimentsat identical shock Mach number but with reduced
initial pressure (i.e. reduced Reynolds number), the critical angle for the
transition from regular to Mach reflection increased.This trend implies that the
transition angle decreasesto the value predicted by the detachment criterion.
These findings clearly indicate that the effect of the Reynolds number on
reflected shock transitions should be taken into account. Kosugi [5] and Kitade
l4l analyzed numerically the Reynolds number effect on reflected shock
transitions over curved walls, and eventually clarified that the Reynolds number
affectedthe critical transition angle over curved walls. Heilig [6] measuredthe
critical transition angles from regular to Mach reflection over a cylinder,
compared his measurementwith results of the two-shock theory and found that
the pressure behind a reflected shock over wedges became a maximum at the
critical transition angle. Distributing pressuretransducers,he also measuredtime
variation of pressuresat various spotsover the cylinder surface.However, due to
limited spatial resolution of pressuretransducers,it was impossible to identify
sucha distinct increasein pressurevaluesat the transitionpoint. From thesetime
variations of pressuredistributions he was able to estimatethe unsteadydrag on a
shock-loaded
cylinder.
Mach reflections over cones are common in relation to many practical
engineeringsituationsbut have received much less attention than have wedge
cases.Some experimental work is available for both external and internal conical
configurations.In former studies, Bryson and Gross [7], and Takayama and
Sekiguchi [8] examinedplane shock wave reflection at the extemal surface of
simple,upstreamfacing cones(i.e apex upstream).More recently,Yang et al. [9]
determinedthe transition angles from regular to Mach reflection and found that,
in conical cases,they were closeto but somewhatsmallerthan the wedge values.
They also found that the von Neumann reflection range was extended. In the
present study, shock wave propagation over a cone is examined numerically by
solving two-dimensionalNavier-Stokesequationswith adaptive grid technique.
Here grid adaptation is the improve technique for numerical simulation of the
shockwave interactionwith a cone.
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2 NUMERICAL METHODS
2.1 Governing equation
In thc present computations, the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations
are solved. Without external forces and heat sources,the conservativc form of
non-dimensionalized governing equation in two-dimensional Cartesian
coordinate systemis,

AQ , O(F-Fv) . O(G-Gv)
*-@-

E----Ax

n

where,

Q:[p, pu, pv, eJ,
F':[pu, pu", puv, u(e+p)l,
G:[pv, puv, pvt, v(e+p)J,
and
F-v:[0, rw, Txy,uto*vrr- qrf
Gv:[O, rry, re, urr*wo-qr1
Here Q is the vector of conservativevariables,F and G are inviscid flux vectors,
F'v and Gv are viscous flux vectors. Also p is the fluid density, u and y are the
velocity components in each direction of Cartesian coordinates. While e is the
total energy per unit volume, prcssurc p can expressedby the following statc
equation for idcal gas,

p:(y -I)[e-i p(u"+t')l
From the relationship between stress and strain and assumption of stokes, nondimensional stresscomponentsare as follows
p zr.t.p,0u,
, - - ! - 2 2i t . . @ -_ 4 t ,
, dvT - e r /
"*- Rc
0 x 0 y / ' r y y -l t c 1 1 " o y 4o-xl ,..r ^^, /: ! r_t 1c 0
The element of heat flux vectors are expressedby Irourior law of heat conduction
AS

Q,:

AT
Ax , 4y:

k AT
^
Re oy

wherc Z is thc tcmperatureand fr is the thermal conductivity.
The exprcssionof thc thermal conductivity is k/k,: c1,(T/7,)I 5
wherc k, is thc thcrmal conductivity at thc ambient temperature (7,) and,the
valuc of the coeffrcient, cl dependson the temperatureand the ambient gas.
The cxpressionof viscosity is p/p"= cu.(T/7,)ts
where po is the viscosity at the ambient temperature and the coefficient, cu
dcpcndson the temperaturcand the ambient gas.
The Rcynolds number of the flow is defincd by \le:(p"u"l/p,)
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where P",u", l" and po are respectively a characteristicsdensity, a characteristics
velocity, a characteristicslength and the viscosityof the fluid.
In the caseof Nitrogen, the expressionof the thermal conductivity is k/k,:c1,
(T/T) t 5
where the value of k at 0"C is 0.024 Wm-K and,
The value of the coefficient,c1,: (l+167/7,)/(T/7,+167/7.).
where t, is the thermal conductivity at the ambient gas temperature(7,:2g3K).
The expressionof viscosity is p/p": c, (T/T)1.5
where the value of p at 0"c is 16.5e-6pa.s andpois the viscosity at the ambient
gastemperatureand the value of the coefficient,c, : (l+107/7,)/(T/7,+107/7,).
T

Theexpression
of surfaceskinfrictioni",

C

=
f

0.5p V 2
.9

t,

"s
Where h: wall shearstress,K: surfacevelocity
The following characteristics
valuesare usedfor thesecomputations:
:
c_temperature 293.00 Kelvin
c_length : 0.0010Meter
cJ)ressure : 2000 pascal
Universal Gas constant : 8.3 I 45I 0
Moleculer weight, awm : 0.0281
Ratio of specific gas constant,gama : 1.4
c _velocity : (gas constant*c_temperature/awm)t/2: 294.44 m/s
c _density : cAre,ssure/(c_velocity*c _velocity) : 0.023 I kg/m3
= c_length/c
c _time
_velocity: 3.4 psec
c_k: ko
c tnu: po
Pr : gama /( gama -1.)*c_mu*gasconstant/(awm*c_k) : 0.707
Re : c_density*c_velocity*c_length/c_mu : 3g Z
2.2 Spatial discretization
The governing equation describedabove for the compressibleviscous flow is
discretised by the finite volume method. A second order, upwind Godounov
schemeof Flux vector splitting methodis usedto discretethe inviscid flux terms
and MUSCL-Hancock schemeis usedfor interpolationof variableswhere HLLC
Reimann solver is used for shock capturing in the flow. central differencing
scheme is used in discretizing the viscous flux terms. The control volume is
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taken to be a ring-shapedvolume with a quadrilateral cross-section,which
naturally removesthe sourceterms in the massand encrgyequations.
2.3 Grid Systemsand Grid Adaptation
Two-dimensionalquadrilateralcells with adaptivegrid systemsare used in
these computations. In this, grid systems, the cell-edge data structures are
arrangedin such a way that each cell containsfour faceswhich are sequencein
one to four and each face indicatestwo neighboringcell that is left cell and right
cell providing all facesof a cell are vectorizedby position and coordinatein the
grid systems.The initial number of cell is 2240 and the total area of the twodimensionaldomain is 914 mm2which are shown in Fig.l. So the averageareaof
the coarsegrid without refinementis 0.41mm2.
The grid adaptation is one of the improved and computational time saving
techniques, which is used in these computations. The grid adaptation is
performed by two procedures one is refinement procedure and another is
coarseningprocedure.The refinement and coarseningoperations are handled
separatelyin computation.The criterion used for grid adaptationis basedon the
truncation enor (e7) of the Taylor series expansion of density. In these
computations, the value of a7 is used 0.02 and it is problem-independent
parameter.The refinementand coarseningoperatiOnfor any cell dependson er

wave
Shock

(i)
Figure 1: (i) Three-dimensionalcone where the shock wave propagatron
direction is shown, (ii) Two- dimensionalnumerical grids for axis-symmetric
domain abcdewhere the axis of the conepassesthrough line ab'
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value and this er value is determined for each face of a cell. The criterion for
adaptationfor any cell is,
Refinement: maximum er of four facesof a cell > e,
Coarsening: maximum er of four faces of a cell < e"
where t, an.de" are the threshold values for refinement and coarsening. In the
computations, the values of e, are used 0.30-0.34 and the values of tc are used
0.26-0.30 and the level of refinementis 6.
In the refinement procedure, the cells are selected for refinement in which
every cell is divided into four new sub cells and thesenew sub cells are arranged
in a particular sequence so that these sub cells are used suitably in the datastructure. In the coarsening procedure, the four sub cells, which are generated
from the primary cell, are restoredinto primary cell.
2.4 Boundary conditions
The two-dimensional domain abcde, shown in Fig.l, is used in these
computationswhere the line ab is taken as an axis-symmetric boundary line. The
line, ae is an inflow boundary line and the cone surface, bc is taken as solid
boundary. The upstream of incident shock wave is set as an inflow boundary
condition, the propertiesand velocities of which are calculatedfrom RankineHugoniot conditions with incident Mach number. The downstream inflow
boundary condition and the wall surface are used as solid boundary conditions
where the gradients normal to the surface are taken zero. All solid walls are
treated as viscous solid wall boundary. The initial temperatureof the solid wall is
constant and is equal to ambient temperature.No external heat crossesthe solid
boundary. For the axis-symmetric boundary, all fluxes, cross the boundary, are
taken to zero.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the present numerical simulation, the axisymmetric shock wave
propagationover a cone has been studiedby solving two-dimensionalNavierStokes equations with adaptive grid technique. A plane shock wave with the
Mach number, M,:2.38, propagatesfrom left to right and reflects from the cone
surfacein Nitrogen. The cone apex angleis 86" which is shown in Fig.l. Despite
solving the identical initial and boundary conditions, many researchersgot
several numerical results where there had some variations with each other and
also getting some experimental results were quite very difficult due to three
dimensional interaction effects. So the present problem is still under research
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conditions.The presentnumericalstudiesare trying to explain on some aspects
of shockwave interactionwith the cone.The shockreflectionphenomenafrom
the cone surface,the skin friction and the surfacehcat flux due to shock wave
propagationover the cone are the major observations.
Two basic types of shock wave reflection configurationsare known to take
place. Regardingtwo-dimensionalshock wave reflections,their patterns are
classified,in general,as regular reflection or Mach reflection,dcpendingon
shockwave Mach numbers,coneangles,and ratiosof specificheatsof tcst gases.
Regular Reflection (RR) takes place from the tip of the cone. Mach Reflection
(MR) occurs for the surfaceinclinations.However,regular and Mach reflections
can coexist, in particular, over a three-dimensionalcone surface, whose
inclinationangleslocally vary normalto the directionof shockpropagation.The
change-overcriteria from RR to MR (and vice vcrsa) has been the subject of
numerousinvestigationsover the past 65 years. Von Neumann [0] found that
with regardsto transition,the phenomenonneededto be subdividedinto a weak
and a strong reflection domain. The weak domain presentsan interesting and
highly challenging impassefor the onset of weak MR. In the range of RR, the
reflected shock wave bchaves and agreesquite accurately with the theory of
Rankine-Hugoniot(RH). While the most comprehensiveanalysis of the two
main shocksreflectionconfigurations
hasbeenprovidedby von Neumann[0], a
diagramof RR which coversthe entire range of physically meaningful shock
strengths(from the acoustic limit up to infinitely strong incident shock wavcs
andbasedon idealgasbehaviour)may be found in Courantand Friedrichs([1 1]).
Normally at the terminating point of RR, the reflected shock has reached its
maximum flow deflecting capacity.In the reflection patternsover the surfaceof
a simple cone, all figures in Fig.2 show identical and demonstratethat selfsimilarity doesexit.
In shockpropagationover a cone,the shock reflectionpattern startsas a first
regularreflectionthen changesover to Mach reflectionwith the increase'incone
surfaceinclinationangle. The Mach reflectionconsistsof the Mach stem and the
incident shock wave as well as the shock front. By using the density contour for
shock propagation,the Regular Reflection (RR) and after certain period, the
Mach Reflection(MR) are describedproperlywhich are shown in Fig.2 (i), (ii),
(iii) and (iv) at different positionsof the shock wave over the cone. It is shown
in Fig.2 that for the different shock positions at 05, 10, 15 and 20 mm from
the tip of the cone, the shock wave travelling time over the cone are 60.4
psec,120.8psec,781.2psec and24l.6 psecrespectively.
The presentanalysis
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shows that the triple point position is determined by the pressure wave arising
from the initial impact of the incident shock at the tip of the cone, modified by
pressurespropagating from the surface along the Mach stem. It is observed that
the region between the Mach stem and the slipstream shows only minor density
gradients and the small density contour near the base of the Mach stem may be
due to the rapid change in the local shock direction from the triple-point to the
wall surface.
The analysis used to obtain the triple point path also gives a local value for
the tangent of the reflected wave at the triple point and a speedfor the cylindrical
wave propagating from the tip impact. Behind the triple point where the three
shocks meet, a slip line marks the discontinuity in entropy between the gas that
went through the incident and reflected shocks and the gas that crossedthe Mach
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stem. Upon being subjected to the shearing action of the slip-stream which
originates at the triple point of Mach Reflection, the stream-wise modulation
recordedsome instant after the passageof the shock waves would representa
"witness" of the variable sweepingvelocities.Slip lines emerging from a triple
point would becomevortices on the cone surfaceand exhibit shearforces, which
locally, from the three dimensionalimages,is not easyto determinenumerically.
In wedge flows, a distinct slip line is initiated from triple point but in conical
flows a slip line forms an envelope.
From the triple point, a thick shearlayer dividing the flow from a free-stream
and that closerto the wall is emanated.Triple point is the interactionpoint of the
three shocks which are known as Incident shock (i-shock), Reflected shock (rshock) and Mach stem (s-shock). Triple point trajectories over internal and
externalconeswere studiedby many researchers
experimentallyand analytically
using geometricalshock dynamic approach|2, 13]. The triple point trajectory
line is drawn for the different positionsof the shockwave over the cone surface,
which is shown in Fig.3 and the transition point is found for the shock wave
position of 2.5-3.5 mm from the tip point. In the experiment, conducted by
Kuribayashiet al. [14] on similar cone,the transitionpoint is found for the shock
wave position of 3-4 mm from the tip point. So it is observedthat the numerical
and experimentaldelayed transition points agree well with each other. These
estimated delayed transition distance is so short that it is very difficult to
optically resolvethe transition.If the delayedtransitionoccursrelatively closeto
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Figure 4: Surface pressure distribution on the cone surface for the different
positions of the shock wave over cone. Different positions of shock wave from
the tip of the cone are; (i) 05mm, (i1) 10mm, (ii|) ISmm and (iv) 20mm.
the cone apex, we can hardly identiff the transition point from regular to Mach
reflection from numerical visualization images, unless the spatial resolution is
too good. In wedge cases, the delayed transition distance becomes longer for
smaller Re becausethe boundary layer displacementthickness becomes thicker
by reducing the initial pressure.
The surface pressures of the cone are determined numerically for different
shock positions which are shown in Fig.4 (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv). Due to higher
shear stress developed during shock wave propagation over conical surface,
surfacepressuresrise behind the normal Mach stem and the pressuredecreasesas
the far distance behind the incident shock wave. Normally the surface pressure
variations depend on the apex angle of the cone. As increasing the apex angle,
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the surface pressurewill increasebecauseof the stronger shock reflection from
the cone surface and steepestwall pressuregradientsare found.
The surface skin frictions are determined due to shock induced conical flow
over the cone surface for the different positions of the incident shock wave and
the surface skin friction are shown in Fig.S (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) for shock wave
positions at 5, 10, 15 and 20 mm from the tip of the cone. High viscous effects
developed for the rapid temperaturerise acrossthe incident shock which finally
increasestremendoussurfaceskin friction. Slip lines emerging from a triple point
would become vortices on the cone surface and exhibit shear forces, which
locally seen as the three dimensional phenomenaand the local shear stressrises
due to vortices present.
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Figure 5: Surface skin friction on the cone surface for the different positions of
the shock wave over cone. Different positions of shock wave from the tip of the
cone are; (i) 05mm,(ii) l1mm, (iii) I5mm and (iv) 20mm.
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Fig.6 (i), (ii), (iiD and (iv) sumrnarizeheat flux distributionswhen the
incidentshockwave arrivedat 5, 10, 15, and20 mm from the apexof the cone.
Abscissashowsthe distancealong the cone surfacefrom the apex in mm and
ordinateheat flux in MWm2. The resolutionof heatflux on the conesurfaceis
strongly governedby the grid size and the ratio of quadrilateralgrid geometry.
For the smallergrid sizearound6.5 micron,the first peakof heatflux will be so
sharpand suchtype of solutionsare so difficult by the normalcomputerandit is
quite impossible to measurethis peak by the laboratory experiment.In many
placesof the presentheatflux variationsare agreedwith the experimentalresults
conductedby Kuribayashiet al. [1a]. It is seenin Fig.6 that a secondpeak of
heat flux appearsjust behindthe first peak of heatflux in the numericalresults
which indicatesthe presenceof the slip line envelopand the region betweenthe
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slip line and just behind the shock front indicates
the high temperatureregion
where the first peak of the heat flux is located.
It is observedthat the second
peaks depart from the shock front and
this implies that the slip line envelope
grows with shock propagation.If there
have any front stagnationpoint present,
the heat transferwill increaseat that point
but due to sha,p up"^ of the cone, it
will be no possibility to get the stagnationpoint
on the cone surface,so the heat
flux startsdecreasingbehind the shockwave
due to the presentof shock induced
flow velocity' Relatively low values of heat
transfer rates are observed further
behind the incident shock on the cone surface.
The present numerical code is
suitable to solve axis-symmetric problem
so there have no chance to be
asymmetriesvalue of the heat flux around the
cone. The flow around the cone
surface is very sensitive to small degrees
of free stream turbulence due to
continuouschangeof the surfacearea.Results
of numerical simulation basedon
in-house Navier-stokes solver validated
well but the presenceof turbulence
enhanceto use any turbulencemodel for better
solution.
4 CONCLUSIONS
In the presentworks, shock wave propagation
over a cone has been studied
numerically by determiningthe transitionpoint
changingfrom regular reflection
to Mach reflection, heat flux during wave propagation
and surf-aceskin friction
due to viscouseffect. Even though the effect
of viscosity and heat transf'erat the
solid wall surface on shock/cone interaction
still has slightly uncontrollable
factors in cFD but the presentsimulation
works a.e p.ouiJing better solutions
where grid adaptationtechniqueis used.The grid
adaptation
ulro give the
results which ultimately independentof the grid
"an
size. Gradually the flow fields
may change due to increasingthe cone surface
area as well as increasingthe
surfacefrictions and heat fluxes with increasing
the three dimensionaleffects in
the flow fields' The presenceof turbulentboundary
on the cone surf-aceindicates
the turbulencepresentin the conical flow due
to tremendousviscous effectsnear
the slip line.
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